Abstract-This paper describes the development of an English corpus of factoid TREC-like question-answer pairs. The corpus obtained consists of more than 70,000 samples, containing each one the following information: a question, its question type, an exact answer to the question, the different contexts levels (sentence, paragraph and document) where the answer occurs inside a document, and a label indicating whether the answer is correct (a positive sample) or not (a negative sample). For instance, TrainQA can be used for training a binary classifier in order to decide if a given answer is correct (positive) to the question formulated or not (negative). To our knowledge, this is the first corpus aimed to train on every stage of a trainable Question Answering system: question classification, information retrieval, answer extraction and answer validation.
I. INTRODUCTION
E MPIRICIST approach to Natural Language Processing (NLP) suggests that we can learn the complicated and messy structure of language studying large amount of real-life language samples by means of different techniques such as statistical, pattern recognition or machine learning methods. This data-driven approach is based on large corpus, i.e., large body of language data: written texts, spoken discourse, samples of written or spoken language.
Many researchers agree that significant progress can be made in text understanding by attempting to automatically extract information about language from very large corpora. For this reason, many resources have been developed to assist the learning task. These text resources present different levels of annotation that determine the task they are useful for. There are plain corpus like Project Gutenberg 1 that present no extra information, but plain text. There are also corpus like Spanish EFE Press Agency news of 1994 and 1995 (see CLEF 2 ), with formatting attributes that identify information about edition, authors, headlines or paragraphs. Finally, there are annotated corpus like Penn Treebank [1] with more elaborated information about part of speech or syntactic structure. All these are general corpora not intended for a concrete task. In this paper we present a corpus developed to assist data-driven Question Answering (QA) systems. These systems try to obtain exact answers from large corpus to precise questions formulated in natural language. We have developed a corpus of English question-answer pairs suited to train on every stage of a machine learning based QA system: question classification, information retrieval, answer extraction and answer validation.
The corpus consists of more than 70,000 samples. Each of these samples contains information that relates a question with its answer in four different contexts: exact match, sentence, paragraph and document. Every sample is labelled as positive or negative, depending whether the answer given is correct or not. Negative instances are useful to provide the context in which an extracted answer is incorrect. We obtained a total of 7,598 positive samples and 64,384 negative ones. This way, the corpus can be used to train a binary classifier in order to decide if a given answer is correct (positive) to the question formulated or not (negative). Moreover, information about question type is also stored to assist the question classification process.
Other corpora have been previously employed to train isolated parts of a QA system. Nevertheless, to our knowledge this is the first corpus that can be used to train all the different components of a QA system and also, the only one that contains positive and negative instances. This paper is organized as follows: in Section II we introduce the current research related to corpus development and trainable QA systems; Section III describes the samples that make up the corpus; Section IV presents the resources employed to build the corpus and details the generation process; Section V outlines corpus statistics and finally, in Section VI we discuss possible corpus applications and main challenges for future work.
II. RELATED WORK
There are several QA systems that apply machine learning techniques based on corpus of question-answer pairs, covering different stages of the question answering process.
In [2] , a corpus of question-answer pairs (called KM database) was developed. Each of the pairs in KM represents a trivia question and its corresponding answer, such as the ones used in the trivia card game. The question-answer pairs were filtered to retain only questions and answers that look similar to the ones presented in the TREC task 3 . Finally, 16,228 pairs were obtained in all. Using this corpus as seed, they automatically collected a set of text patterns which are used for answer extraction purposes.
In [3] , they built their QA system around a noisy-channel architecture which exploited both a language model for answers and a transformation model for answer/question terms. In order to apply the learning mechanisms, they first built a large training corpus consisting of question-answer pairs of a broad lexical coverage. They collected FAQ pages and obtained a total of roughly 1 million question-answer pairs. They applied this training corpus in the query analysis and answer extraction modules. This system was intended to be applied to non-factoid questions.
The system developed by [4] used a collection of approximately 30,000 question-answer pairs for training, obtained from more than 270 FAQ files on various subjects in the FAQFinder project [5] . They used this corpus to automatically learn phrase features for classifying questions into different types, to generate candidate query transformations, and to evaluate the candidate transforms on target information retrieval systems such as real-world general purpose search engines.
The approach in [6] is heavily inspired by machine learning. Starting from a large collection of answered questions, the algorithms described learn lexical correlations between questions and answers. To serve as a collection of answered questions, they assembled two types of data sets: 1,800 pairs from Usenet FAQs and 5,145 from Call-center dialogues.
All the corpora mentioned above present some of the following problems when employed to train a QA system: -No question type is given, so that the corpus can not be employed in the question classification stage. -Negative samples are not provided, which are useful for a classifier to determine the context of incorrect answers. -The context where the answers occurs is inadequate for different QA stages: too constrained for information retrieval or too loose for answer extraction. We have developed a corpus that overrides all these problems. It consists of question-answer pairs in XML format that have been obtained from TREC 4 resources (specifically TREC QA track questions and corpora). This way, we have gathered a corpus of factoid TREC-like questions and answers fully oriented to the QA task. Unlike the other approaches, every sample is tagged with a question type that makes them useful for question classification. The corpus presents four different context levels for every answer that make them suitable for every QA stage: document and paragraph context for information retrieval, sentence context for answer validation and exact match for answer extraction. Moreover, our corpus contains correct and incorrect answers, which means that we have pairs labelled as positive or negative that can be very useful to train binary classifiers. Finally, the number of samples obtained (over 70,000) makes the corpus appropriate for machine learning purpose.
III. CORPUS DESCRIPTION
The corpus developed consists of a set of English question-answer pairs samples including the following fields:
-The number of sample, used as identifier.
-The number of question in the TREC set.
-The question itself.
-A question type indicating the class of the question from a taxonomy of fifteen different classes (see [7] ) such as LOCATION, PROPER NAME, EVENT, ORGANIZATION, ACRONYM, . . . This information is useful for the question classification task, where a class or category is assigned to the question proposed. -The exact answer string. This information can assist the answer extraction process, which allows to obtain nothing but the exact answer to the question formulated. -The textual context, with the size of a sentence, where the answer was found. This information along with the question, can be employed to train textual entailment systems [8] which can cope with answer validation processes. -The textual context, with the size of a paragraph, where the answer was found. This information is useful to train a passage retrieval system in order to discriminate between relevant and non relevant paragraphs. -The identifier of the document where the answer was found. Documents are useful to train good document retrieval or document re-ranking systems to reject non answer bearing documents. -A label indicating whether the answer is correct (positive sample) or incorrect (negative sample). This way, binary classifiers can be trained with our corpus in order to determine if an exact answer, a sentence, or a paragraph fit the given question. Figures 1, 2 and 3 show three different corpus samples for the question "Who is Tom Cruise married to?". The question type is PROPER NAME, indicating that it expects the name of a person as answer. In Fig. 1 , the answer given "Nicole Kidman" is correct, and the context (sentence and paragraph) justifies it. Consequently, the sample is classified as positive.
In the sample included in Fig. 2 , "Nicole Kidman" is also given as response, but in this case, the context does not support the answer. This sample is therefore classified as negative.
In Fig. 3 "Bill Harford" is the answer, and besides this is not true, the context where it was extracted from does not justify it anyway. This sample is also classified as negative.
IV. BUILDING THE CORPUS
First subsection describes the resources necessary to build the corpus. The next one describes the process carried out to obtain the set of samples that make up the corpus. Fig. 1 . An example of a positive sample from the corpus. Information is separated in different tags: the identifier of the sample (attribute id in tag SAMPLE), the class indicating whether it is positive or not (attribute class in tag SAMPLE), the identifier of the question (tag QID), the question itself (tag QUESTION), the question type (tag QTYPE), the exact answer (tag ANSWER), the sentence context (tag SENTENCE), the paragraph context (tag PARAGRAPH) and the document identifier (tag DOCID).
<SAMPLE id="26824" class="NEGATIVE"> <QID> 1395 </QID> <QUESTION> Who is Tom Cruise married to? </QUESTION> <QTYPE> PROPER_NAME </QTYPE> <ANSWER> Nicole Kidman </ANSWER> <SENTENCE> The film itself, starring Tom Cruise and Nicole Kidman as a married couple in New York on a sexual odyssey, received wildly mixed reviews. </SENTENCE> <PARAGRAPH> The film itself, starring Tom Cruise and Nicole Kidman as a married couple in New York on a sexual odyssey, received wildly mixed reviews. After strong box office sales in its first weekend, attendance has dropped sharply. </PARAGRAPH> <DOCID> NYT19990326.0303 </DOCID> </SAMPLE> Fig. 2 . A negative sample. Despite the answer is correct, the context does not justify it.
<SAMPLE id="26831" class="NEGATIVE"> <QID> 1395 </QID> <QUESTION> Who is Tom Cruise married to? </QUESTION> <QTYPE> PROPER_NAME </QTYPE> <ANSWER> Bill Harford </ANSWER> <SENTENCE> The story follows the descent of Bill Harford (Cruise, toothy as ever), a successful young doctor on the Upper West Side of Manhattan, into a perilous, secretive netherworld. </SENTENCE> <PARAGRAPH> At the same time ''Eyes Wide Shut'' is a sternly anti-erotic movie that regards its sexual license with a cold puritanical hauteur. The movie is not a turn-on (it is really a horror film without gore), and the sexual chemistry between its married stars, Tom Cruise and Ms. Kidman, is tepid at best. The story follows the descent of Bill Harford (Cruise, toothy as ever), a successful young doctor on the Upper West Side of Manhattan, into a perilous, secretive netherworld. The catalyst is a confession by his wife, Alice (Ms. Kidman), about the fierce, unconsummated desire she once felt for a young naval officer. In black-and-white sequences that punctuate the movie, Bill torments himself with visions of Alice and her would-be lover in bed together, and these images drive him to examine his own wayward impulses. </PARAGRAPH> <DOCID> NYT19990719.0343 </DOCID> </SAMPLE> 
A. The Resources
The resources necessary to build this corpus were obtained from the Question Answering collections in TREC conferences.
In order to collect question-answer pairs, we wanted to focus on questions with exact answers, so only questions formulated from TREC 2002 to TREC 2005 competitions were taken into account. On previous QA tracks (TREC 1999 to TREC 2001), systems were asked for passages instead of exact answers, so we discarded them. For the same reason, only questions in "main" subtask were collected, avoiding "list" or "passage" queries. We finally gathered a collection of 1,505 typical factoid TREC-like questions. The TREC 2004 and 2005 questions sets had to be reviewed as their format slightly differs from the previos competitions. In this case, a target was given (i.e. "Horus") and questions referred to that target were formulated ("What country is he associated with?"), so that we had to manually reformulate them in other to obtain an homogeneous question set ("What country is Horus associated with?") with no anaphoric references.
We also used the AQUAINT 5 document collection, which is also part of the resources of the TREC QA track. This collection was used to obtain the contexts where answers to the selected TREC questions occurred. It consists of 1,033,461 documents in English with roughly 375 million -The question number.
-The identifier of the document on the AQUAINT collection that supports the answer. -The judgement made by the assessors. -The answer string. The judgement made by assessors indicates whether the answer is correct, incorrect, inexact or unsupported."Unsupported" means that the string contains a correct response, but the document returned with that string does not allow one to recognize that it is a correct response. "Inexact" means that the answer string contains a correct answer and the document supports that answer, but the string contains more than just the answer or is missing bits of it. See [9] for detailed description on how answer strings were judged. Figure 4 shows a snippet of these files.
B. The Process
The corpus was semi-automatically obtained from the resources described above, by means of automatic extraction of the samples and subsequent manual revision of the positive ones, as we will describe later. First, all the factoid questions from TREC 2002 to TREC 2005 QA tracks were collected. These questions were then manually labelled with their respective question type according to the classification presented in [7] .
For every question gathered, an automatic process looked into the judgement set files for all its related submissions. These submissions reflect what the systems participating in these QA tracks replied to the questions formulated during the competition. Each judgement was processed following these steps:
1) Read the answer given to the question.
2) Read the judgement made by the assessors.
3) Read the document identifier and try to match the answer in the document. 4) Retrieve and store all the different paragraphs in the document that contain the answer. As every paragraph is already tagged in the AQUAINT corpus, these tags 6 are employed to easily extract them. A sample is generated for every paragraph. 5) Extract from every paragraph the sentence where the answer occurs. The MXTERMINATOR software [10] was employed to detect sentence boundaries. At this point of the automatic process, we had a set of samples connecting a question with its exact answer and with the different contexts (sentence, paragraph and document) where this answer was found. If the assessors judged the answer as "incorrect", the sample was labelled as negative. If the judgement was "correct", the sample was labelled as positive. In case the judgement was "unsupported", the sample was labelled as negative, since the answer is correct but the context does not justify it.
Judgements labelled as "inexact" demand a special treatment. In this case, the document justifies the answer but this answer does not perfectly fit the user needs as the string contains extra information or is missing bits of it. To solve this problem, the automatic process gathers all the "correct" answers given to the question in the judgement set, and tries to match them in the document where the "inexact" answer was found. For instance, let's suppose Fig. 4 shows all the judgments for question number "1395". When the third judgement of the file is processed, the answer given is "actress Nicole Kidman", that was judged as "inexact" for the TREC assessors. In that case, the automatic process looks for all the possible "correct" answers for question "1395" in the judgement set and tries to match them with document "APW19990712.0006", where the "inexact" answer occurred. In this example, only "Nicole Kidman" from the second and fifth judgment is correct, so this exact answer is searched in document "APW19990712.0006". Samples obtained this way are labelled as positive as inexact answers are now substituted with exact ones.
After finishing the automatic process, we had a large set of samples with the information shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 3 . But the whole corpus development process is not completed as there was a problem with some pairs that had to be manually reviewed.
There are two different problems with the automatic extraction process. First, in some cases the answer obtained from the judgement set occurred in different paragraphs inside the same document. The automatic process extracted every matching paragraph and created a sample for each one, labelling all of them either as positive or negative according to the criterion described above. There is no problem if the label assigned is negative as we can assure for every sample that the answer is not correct or the paragraph does not support it. The problems arise when the samples are all labelled as positive, because we can not guarantee that all the paragraphs matching the answer in the document support it.
Secondly, in some cases there are anaphoric references between paragraphs in the documents so that the answer an its justification appear in different paragraphs. Thus, as we have established, these samples can not be considered positive as the context does not justify them.
This ways, all the positive samples were set apart for manual review in order to decide whether they are correctly labelled as positive or must be changed to negative. This reviewing task was carried out by two assessors that decided separately if the positive label was correctly assigned. A total of 7,598 samples were reassessed with a kappa agreement of 0.94. The expected agreement was computed according to [11] , taken as equal for the coders the distribution of proportions over the categories. In case there was no agreement, a third adjudicator made the final determination.
V. CORPUS STATISTICS
The TrainQA corpus has 71,198 samples from 1,505 different questions (47.31 samples per question on average). The number of positive samples collected was 7,598, while the number of negative samples was 63,384. The amount of negative samples (89%) largely exceeds the amount of positive ones (11%). We decided to keep this proportion in the corpus since this are the results of real QA systems submissions. Table I shows the final corpus statistics. For each TREC competition we include the partial results obtained. Last row shows total results. "Set" column indicates which conference provides textual resources. "Questions" indicates the number of questions used to extract question-answer pairs. "Judgements" indicates the number of judgments included in the judgement set files, that is, the total number of submissions made by participants. "Positive" shows the number of samples labelled as positive, while "Negative" shows negative ones. Finally, column "Total" summarizes the total number of samples gathered, positive and negative.
The results obtained reflect that the number of samples that we collected from each TREC competition differs. While 
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Many natural language applications try to automatically extract information from very large corpora in order to learn linguistic phenomena. Corpus-based approaches have demonstrated to ease the adaptation of systems to new languages and domains. In this paper, we have described the development of a corpus intended to assist every stage of corpus-based QA systems. The corpus was semi-automatically obtained, so that the human effort needed to develop it was minimal. We have focused on English resources as they are much more readily available than for other languages. As our data is fully based on TREC QA track resources, the samples obtained perfectly fit the needs of actual QA systems.
A data collection of 71,982 samples was obtained, which seems large enough to train a corpus-based QA system. Every sample relates a question with its question type, its exact answer, and also provides the sentence, paragraph and document context where this answer occurs. Thus, the corpus is suitable to train on every stage of the QA process, where different contexts are required: question types for question classification stage, exact answers for answer extraction stage, sentences for answer validation stage and documents or paragraphs for information retrieval stage.
Another benefit of our approach is that, unlike other similar corpora, we have not only positive samples but also negative ones, providing the context in which an extracted answer is incorrect. For instance, a binary classifier could be trained on this corpus in order to decide whether a possible answer matches the questions formulated or not.
As future work, we will investigate the use of this corpus together with machine learning techniques in order to build versatile and trainable low cost QA systems.
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